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SECTOR LEADERS MEET AT THIS EVENT 

 
Leading representatives of the industry are coming together at the "Come and Tell 

About My Job" event. The event, which will begin on October 20, will continue until 

November 17. The first guest of the talk event, which will be moderated by Assoc. Prof. 

Nagihan Çakar Bikiç, will be Zeynep Atakan, the producer of Nuri Bilge Ceylan's films. 

 
Successful sector representatives in the national and international arena are meeting 

at the "Come Tell Me My Job" event. Organized by the Istanbul Gelisim University (IGU) 

Faculty of Fine Arts, the event is of great importance for students. 

The guests who will meet with the students at the talk event are as follows: 

 
“Ugur İçbak, who is the cinematographer of films such as Eşkıya, Av Mevsimi, 

Organize İşler; Zeynep Atakan, who is the producer of Nuri Bilge Ceylan films, Bulut 

Reyhanoğlu, who is a documentary and feature-length film producer, Bengiz Özdereli, who is 

an award-winning Underwater Film Producer co-founder of the International Marmara 

Underwater Festival, Mustafa Karadeniz, who is a films, series, clips, films and commercial 

film producer and director, Özgür Ahmet Köse, who is the winner of many awards in national 

and global platforms, and teaches 'Brand Management' at universities as a lecturer, 

presenter Ezgi Aşık, Elif Dağdeviren, who is the Founder of Goodness Museum and 

Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Anatolity Sustainable Culture and Tourism Foundation, 

producer and moderator, Ali İlhan who is a director and screenwriter.” 

Starting on October 20, the event will continue until November 17. 

 
STUDENTS OF DIFFERENT NATIONALITIES MEET AT THIS EVENT 

 
Many students from different nationalities come together at the Erasmus Days event. 

The students participating in the workshop activities both provide cultural interaction and 

emphasize that it is possible to work and live together regardless of language or religion. 

Students have the chance to participate in various activities from yoga to Italian cuisine, from 

Turkish music to world music. 

“The event breaks ground” 

 
Since 2018, Erasmus Days have been organized to increase the recognition of the 

Erasmus+ program and the visibility of the projects, and to encourage potential beneficiaries. 
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Many students from different nationalities came together at the events at Istanbul Gelisim 

University, which signed the first Erasmus Days this year. 

“Youth emphasis is put forward” 

 
Speaking about the Erasmus Days event, IGU Erasmus Coordinator Alisa Usubova 

says, “With the emphasis of Green Erasmus within the framework of the European Green 

Consensus, students carry out afforestation activities in the first two days of activities. In 

other activities, the emphasis is placed on youth, and it is aimed both to carry out activities 

belonging to different cultures together and to ensure the dissemination of the Erasmus 

program. Various activities are offered to the students, from yoga to Italian cuisine, from 

Turkish music to world music.” 

STUDENTS' SPEED READING SKILLS TO INCREASE BY 300% 

 
"Effective and Speed Reading Training" is given to senior high school students who 

are in the university preparation process. The trainings aim to increase students' reading 

speed by 300%. 

"Effective and Speed Reading Training" is given at Istanbul Gelisim University, which 

aims to improve the speed reading skills of high school seniors and make them individuals 

who can read quickly and understand what they read, especially in the university exam. The 

trainings, held at the University's Mehmet Akif Ersoy Conference Hall, last two days. 

“INCREASE EXAM SUCCESS” 

 
In the trainings, which aim to increase the reading speed of students by 300%, 

important information about the question solution techniques, which will enable them to read 

and understand the books quickly, increase the success of the students in the exam, help 

them solve the time problem in the exams, is also shared. 

“TRAININGS WILL CONTINUE” 

 
The trainings, starting with the senior students of Mehmet Baydar Anatolian High 

School and given by Ferhat Şahin, will continue with students from different high schools 

throughout the exam marathon. The training program can be accessed on the university's 

website. 
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'EROL YILDIR'S HORSES' EXHIBITION OPENS 

 
Prof. Dr. Erol Yıldır's exhibition 'Erol Yıldır’s Horses' has been opened. The works 

exhibited at Gelişim Art Gallery will be open to art lovers until October 30. 

From Istanbul Gelisim University, Painter Prof. Dr. Erol Yıldır's solo exhibition titled 

"'Erol Yıldır's Horses" has been opened at Gelisim Art Gallery. 

Making the opening speech of the exhibition and curating the exhibition, Prof. Dr. İsmet 

Çavuşoğlu states that Painter Erol Yıldır exhibits works suitable for today's art and continues 

as follows: 

“The painter Erol Yıldır's choice of large sizes as a format in all his works, glorifying 

horses is proof that his love for them is unlimited. Yıldır, while making horse drawings in a 

scientific framework and systematically, comes before us with determined works as an artist 

who has examined and evaluated all the horse paintings seen in the history of art. Although 

the places where the horses are found in Yıldır's paintings are naturally considered as outdoor 

abstractions, in the end, they are the places where the horses feel free and the best. Although 

the human figure is not included along with the horses in his paintings, the artist has chosen a 

narrative that he believes will be monumental, powerful and more effective by keeping the 

relations with the human in the background.” 

The exhibition of Prof. Dr. Erol Yıldır, an important artist and educator who uses the 

image of a horse in Turkish painting and is completely devoted to horses, will be open to 

visitors until October 30. 


